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Abstract: Ontologies are engineering artefacts which reduce conceptual and terminological confusion 

by providing a unified framework for describing the concepts of the world and their relations. Thus, 

they improve communication and cooperation between people and organizations. Also, ontologies are 

cross-platforms, cross-applications, thus they are facilitators for software interoperability, and they 

provide reusability, reliability, specification. In e-learning, ontologies are used to improve 

personalization, search and retrieval, learning domain description, learner profile modelling, feedback 

implementation, assessment, but also curriculum modelling and management. In this paper, we focus on 

this last-mentioned application of ontologies. In curriculum development, ontologies foster the 

transparency, collaboration, exchangeability and interoperability, support the alignment, classification, 

comparison, and matching between universities, educational systems or relevant disciplines, help in 

managing the educational offerings of an institution, revealing useful information like course 

overlapping, uncovered or less covered areas, possible synergies between courses, support course 

recommendation. Besides highlighting the best practices of ontologies in curriculum development (e.g. 

the Bologna Ontology, the BBC Curricula Ontology or the CCSO ontology), we propose an ontological 

model for curriculum design in centres of excellence in engineering education developed within the 

Erasmus+ Capacity Building EXTEND project and underline the possible advantages brought by them 

in the network of centres - knowledge transfer between centres in different countries and regions, 

exchange activities between those centres, double graduation certificates and so on. Also, our proposed 

ontology contains the competences which are considered necessary results for a teacher training 

program in engineering education within EXTEND framework and facilitates the interrogation of the 

curriculum via dedicated SPARQL queries. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Education must be correlated to the rapid changing industry needs, that is why curriculum 

design is a continuous endeavour who reflects all the educational ideas put in practice and all the 

learning activities of an institution [12, 13, 14, 15]. In order to be accepted by the academic 

community, each curriculum must respect certain rules (credits, prerequisites and so on) and that is 
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why usually a complex negotiation process takes place before implementing it in a real environment. 

Also, each study programme has to be interconnected to other programmes from all over the world, 

due to globalization requirements. The above-mentioned aspects are just a few facts which prove that 

developing and mainting a solid modern academic curriculum is not an easy task. A lot of 

technological opportunities are available to support and optimize the process of curriculum design, by 

making it semi-automatic and less prone to errors, in the form of curriculum management systems 

(CMS), which are a special category of information management systems created to provide “services 

for curriculum development and implementation, mainly related to the proposal, creation, assessment, 

revision, approval, and implementation of programs and courses” [27]. Nowadays, semantic web and 

ontology engineering are playing a significant role in education, therefore they were also exploited by 

CMS [27]. Many researchers conducted studies on the conceptualization of educational curriculum 

ontologies, providing a core data model for curriculum description by organizing learning resources in 

different areas of academic education: electrical engineering [29], chemical engineering [9], e-learning 

[20], medicine [19], computing [11], vocational education [18] and many others.  

The current paper provides a state-of-the-art presentation of conventional and modern 

approaches to curriculum design, the special place played by ontologies in these approaches, then 

proposes a solution based on ontologies to model curriculum within EXTEND centres. These centres 

are centres of excellence in engineering education developed within the Erasmus+ Capacity Building 

EXTEND project, are part of an international network and their main objectives are also stated in the 

paper. Ontologies are presented as facilitators for curriculum design and collaboration within the 

EXTEND network.  

II. CONVENTIONAL AND MODERN APPROACHES TO CURRICULUM DESIGN 

A lot of CMS exist, e.g.: Testudo Curriculum Management [28], Entrada Platform [16], Ilios 

System for Curriculum Management [22], Ulster Curriculum Management System [30], BUES 
Curriculum Management System of the Bucharest University of Economic Studies [10]. The 

conventional CMS have course and programme management functions, but some are open-source 

(Testudo, Ilios, Entrada), some are not (Ulster, BUES), some are integrated with other educational 

systems (Testudo, Entrada, BUES), some are not (Ilios, Ulster). Very few have social media 

functionalities (Entrada) or benefit from semantic technologies (BUES) [25]. 

Curriculum evolution over the time highlighted the difficulty to keep a curriculum system 

updated. Therefore, the modern approaches of CMS exploit more the latest technologies, such as 

social and semantic ones. Ontologies (the core of semantic technologies) are especially used to 

improve the competences management within CMS. Wenhuan Lu and his team worked on the 

Ontology Aware Course Management for Curriculum Evolution Process (OCME) tool in higher 

education [23]. The system designed a conceptual framework for Ontology aware course consulting 

(On2C) which serves as a fixed conceptual system to fully predict the generic components of 

curriculum, having the possibility of being reused in a situation dependent curriculum system. Another 

example of application that use ontology for curriculum modeling is CURONTO, representing an 

OWL ontology meant to easiness curriculum assessment, review and development [1]. Pavi Poyry 

presented a modern approach to curriculum design for students in high educational levels [26]. He 

observed students have difficulties in finding specialized courses and proposed an ontology-based 

system (CUBER) which facilitates the exchange of information between universities and their 

students. The application consists of three main modules: a knowledge base for standardized course 

description containing a lexical database and the ontology, a search engine to find courses and an 

interface for course metadata. Facing the rapid changes in the educational field, Marco et al. developed 

an ontology-based strategy for the management, inspection and monitorization of full course, having 

the purpose to improve the overall course offering quality [24].  

In education, ontologies can be used in many fields, including e-learning and personalized 

learning. ENGOnto is a tool developed to improve the performance of teachers and students for 

exploring and browsing relevant web resources, in order to meet the English language development. It 

is constructed based on multiple ontologies relevant for personalized agent in a dynamic environment, 
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instructor-learner interaction and the learning resources in the environment [31]. The application has 

five main ontologies: People Ontology, Pedagogy Ontology, Language Ontology, Curriculum 

Ontology and Knowledge Point Ontology. 

Amarnath G. et al. developed an ontology service on top of an educational digital library. The 

system provides basic services like semantic search and complex services such as comparison of 

various curricula. Its ontology is built by relating library holdings to the educational concepts they 

refer to [2]. 

An autonomous solution for curriculum design is proposed by Sadi [27]: his system received 

as input a curriculum and various agents negotiate for optimizing the curriculum based on credits, 

prerequisites and other constrains which are mandatory to be respected for a study programme to be 

validated in an educational system. Thus, the teachers who develop the curriculum may concentrate 

only to the content and the autonomous tool supports them in obtaining the result. 

Besides ontology-based tools for curriculum development, there are ontological models 

developed by experts in the field which can be the starting point for any academic group who want to 

build their own customized instrument: the Bowlogna ontology [8]– provides a standard schema for 

European universities involved in the Bologna Reform of higher-education studies, the BBC ontology 

[3] - provides data model and vocabularies for describing the UK national curricula, the CCSO 

ontology  [21]- provides a bases of curriculum tasks and course activities, which can be reused by any 

educational institution. 

III. AN ONTOLOGY-BASED MODEL FOR CURRICULUM DESIGN IN EXTEND 

CENTRES 

3.1 Erasmus+ Capacity Building EXTEND project  

The international educational project EXTEND 586060-EPP-1-2017-1-RO-EPPKA 2-CBHE-

JP – “Excellence in Engineering Education through Teacher Training and New Pedagogic Approaches 

in Russia and Tajikistan”, coordinated by University POLITEHNICA of Bucharest [17] is an 

Erasmus+ Capacity Building project, which has 4 European partners (universities from Romania, 

Latvia, UK and Portugal) and 8 non-European ones (4 universities from Russia and 4 from Tajikistan). 

The main objective of the project is to share the European knowledge and best-practices to non-

European countries, in the field of engineering education. Other specific objectives are: the study of 

current practices of non-European partners, the continuous mentorship of European partners, the 

creation of excellence centres related to engineering education in various countries, which are 

connected in a network, the facilitation of academic exchange, the creation of a framework for training 

PhD students in becoming better university teachers and so on. The project consists in a various of 

workshops and the building of excellence centres themselves, which should be equipped with a 

toolbox of educational instruments and should provide courses for young university teachers in 

becoming better professionals. In order to support the knowledge transfer between centres in different 

countries and regions, exchange activities between those centres, make possible the double graduation 

certificates and so on, we propose an EXTEND curriculum ontology and a computer-based application 

to validate it. Also, our proposed ontology contains the competences which are considered necessary 

results for a teacher training program in engineering education. 

3.2 The Ontology for Curriculum Design in EXTEND Centres 

Ontologies are engineering artefacts which reduce conceptual and terminological confusion by 

providing a unified framework for describing the concepts of the world and their relations [ 4, 5, 6, 7]. 

When speaking about curriculum modelling of courses aiming at improving university teachers’ skills, 

we propose the following concepts: Course, Curriculum, Level of education (or Education Stage), 

Types of educational activities– evaluation workshop, teaching evaluation method, teaching seminar, 

type of educational organization, type of employee (academic staff or not), Field of Study, Discipline, 

Knowledge Body, Knowledge unit, Learning outcome, Topic of Study, Prerequisites and multiple 

relationships between concepts, e.g. subClassOff, to indicate that two concepts are in a hierarchical 

structure, offersCourse, to indicate that an individual from a Department offers a Course. The 
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EXTEND ontology is available in figure 1 in a form of a directed graph, having concepts on vertices 

and relationships between concepts on labeled edges. The complexity of the domain is proven by the 

number of ontology elements.  

 

 
Figure 1. Graph representation of EXTEND ontology 

 
The concepts are structured in a hierarchy (the left part of figure 2), but other relationships 

between them exist (the right part of figure 2), e.g.: TeachingCompetencies means the right Attitude, 

enough domain Knowledge and Skills (of presentation, of speaking in English, of knowing how to 

exploit IT tools), but also TeachingCompetencies is equivalent to offering courses to AcademicStaff. 

The ontology can be represented in a graphical format, but in fact it is an ontology web language 

(OWL) file: the same meaning as in figure 2 is contained by the snippet of code from figure 3. The file 

can be easily interchanged and edited between various centres in the EXTEND network, disregarding 

the location or the tool used to exploit the ontology. Each centre might have its on learning 

management system (LMS) and add a simple module to exploit the common ontology. Thus, 

exchangeability and interoperability between educational applications is not a dream anymore.  
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Figure 2. Fragment of EXTEND ontology – graph view 

 

 

 
Figure 3. Snippet of EXTEND ontology – OWL view 

 

3.3 Uses Cases of the Proposed Ontology within EXTEND Centres  

In curriculum development, ontologies foster the transparency, collaboration, support the 

alignment, classification, comparison, and matching between universities, educational systems or 

relevant disciplines, help in managing the educational offerings of an institution, revealing useful 

information like course overlapping, uncovered or less covered areas, possible synergies between 

courses, support course recommendation. Three use cases of the proposed EXTEND curriculum 

ontology were identified and tested.  

First use case is related to adding new concepts in the ontology: EmbraceDiversity, 

EstablishRespectfulEnvironment, Leadership, which, based on their description was classified 

automatically as attitude competencies, while TechnicalSkills and PresentationSkills were classified as 

Skills. Thus, the necessary competencies for an engineering teachers were established and introduced 

in the knowledge domain: see figure 4. The automated classification is possible due to ontology 

related tools, e.g. Protégé - https://protege.stanford.edu/. For the particular case of EXTEND centres, 

each local centre can blend its own competencies within the well-accepted curriculum framework. 

The second use case is related to interrogating the ontology to find out gaps, overlapping 

courses, existent competencies etc. In figure 5, a query written in a specialized language – SPARQL 

reveals examples of the possible competencies a teacher might gain after graduating the EXTEND 

courses: e.g. PedagogicalInnovation (sub-type of Skills), ReachingCompromises (sub-type of 

Attitude), DiscussingAlternative (sub-type of Skills), UnderstandingGraphs (sub-type of 

TechnicalSkills) and so on. 

The third use case is related to merging and aligning two different curriculum ontologies, thus 

supporting the knowledge transfer between centres in different countries and regions, exchange 

activities between those centres, double graduation certificates and so on. A Java-based tool, using the 

JENA engine - https://jena.apache.org/, was created to align the ontologies (see figure 6) and this was 

not an easy task. Complex algorithms of finding similar concepts from both ontologies were applied 

[7]. The EXTEND centres could have own ontologies which might be merged or could establish 

collaboration with institutions outside their network. 
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Figure 4. Insertion and automated inference of new concepts in EXTEND ontology 

 

 
Figure 5. SPARQL query: list EXTEND competencies 
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Figure 6 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The current study proposed a curriculum ontology for EXTEND centres – international 

centres for excellence in engineering education. Other ontological approaches for modernizing the 

curriculum management system exist also, but they were not applied in a network of centres, as we 

propose. Three use cases of the ontology are identified and validated: adding new concepts, querying 

useful information and merging the ontology with other similar ontologies, in order to facilitate the 

knowledge transfer between educational institutions. For validating and testing the ontology, thwo 

types of tools were used: already developed ones (e.g. Protégé) or customized ones (the Java-based 

API to merge ontologies). In the future, the ontology will be exploited in the centres from Russia and 

Tajikistan, with the help of the European partners from the EXTEND project. 
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